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DATE: ‘TO O°:     V 28/ 64 , 

  

_ WISCELLANEOUS , 
ao /. Z 

7 On 1/17/64,,3. C. WYGAL, Security Department, 
Sperry Farragut ‘Company, Division: of Sperry Rand Corp., 

“Bristol, Tennessee, furnished SA JOHN C. QUIRIN with copies 

  

ers from above person dated 1/12/64 and 1/13/64. 

  

£ let 

3 Seen 

  

“enclosed with his first letter a write-up on 
ent, showing various jobs such as technical 

Te. 
writer, editor, television actor, engineer, analyst, motion... - 
picture actor, etc. This write-up appears to make sense _ 
and many of the supervisors named are prominent in the - --- .- 
fields mentioned according to WYGAL. However, at the end —— 
of this typed write-up he made the following notation in oo 
handprinting: “Age: 39 Marital status: Single, but - =~ 
am courting Mrs. LEE OSWALD and her $24,000 via letter °°" ~ 
proposals." . coos 2 

   

  

2 -# uses good English but apparently “is ou 
not entirely o sound mind, making such remarks as “Will JOE 
not fill out any more application forms, so don't send _ _ . 

. them, I mcan it." (None. had been sent to him by this 7 
company Zlso;—Don‘t -want any i0cal interview, and 

: will not come if is offered.” He offers to work in his ~°~ 
home as a “Technical Editor" for $40.00 per weeks working 7 

woe on non-classified technical reports.” - 
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   In his second letter Fer. offers to send Te. 
all work on to BILL, BEALER, Ke} npineering Corpes, 2 ~°.7° 
920 Santa Monica Boulevard, Sahta Monica, California, ~ *: - -~" 

an for perusal. Letter wanders and makes use of lengthy = ©~..-"" 
2... phrases to make little sense, .. ow ee ee ee ET 

  

@- Dallas 
: 52 ~~ Richmond 

. 51 — Knoxville 

-“36Q/pap . 
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-22 . .) None of the above information is being disseminated - 

to U. S. Secret Service, since there appears to be no .-: oe 

connection with possible danger to the President, Vice | 

President or their families; nor is there any mention of 

violence or hate. However, the information is set forth 

in the event your office has any inquiry about this man, =  ~ . 

noting that he mentions be is “courting Mrs. LEE OSWALD ms 

and her $24,000 via letter proposals." me 
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